
Release Notes
Version: 4590000

Fix: The issue causing print and preview issues with the Packing Slip has been identified and fixed.

Fix - Bulk items scanned using a custom UPC are now added correctly

New - There is now a configurable maximum retail price for membership discounts to apply.

New Feature: Added an option to display the Retail price for each Trade-In items and the total Retail for 
all Trade-In items in the current invoice. The option is located in Config -> Invoice -> Page 4 -> Misc 
section.

New - There is a new report showing a list of index codes. Index codes can now be partially searched in 
the inventory.

Improvement - There is now an option in the Setup window, Inventory tab, that allows the user to activate 
a simplified product creation tool in the Search window. A new right has also been added to allow to use 
the tool.

New feature: Real-time data from PriceCharting is now accessible directly from Alice. It also includes a 
link to the product's specific page on their website. There is an option to have that information 
automatically be visible when adding an item as a trade-in.

New feature: New custom report has been added to balance stocks at end of day.

Improvement: Clarified the label and hint in the cash drawer management window. Increased the size of 
the font in the cash drawer count section.

Improvement: Fixed alignement of the first column in the CSV Export of the new Advanced Contact/
Company Reports.

Improvement: Sort order has been changed for Advanced Entity reports.

Improvement: Change the labels for Contact/Company Type in the new Advanced Reports to a less 
generic value.



Improvement: Renamed the Transaction Count column and excluded all invoices except Finalized 
Standard invoices from the Advanced Contact/Company Reports.

Improvement: Change the content of the Total Purchase and Last Year Purchase column to display Sales 
data. Renamed the column accordingly

New feature: New specific right was added to allow users to manage the credit lines. It wasn't previously 
controlled so all current users and roles have it enabled by default. It will be disabled by default for all 
new users and roles.
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